TV Hanging Tech Sheet
This document provides general guidelines for mounting a TV and accessories using the E-Z Ancor®
Drywall Toggle Anchor product. If you’re not sure about the appropriateness of your application, please
consult with a licensed contractor or engineer.

TV mount installation must be done in accordance with the following requirements:
•

This product is suitable only for mounting of TVs under 40 lbs.

•

Do not use for TVs and accessories (soundbar, etc.) that weigh more than 40 lbs. combined.

•

Install into drywall that is at least ½” in thickness and conforms to ASTM C1396.

•

Front of mounted TV and accessories must be no further than 6” from wall.

•

Use a minimum of 4 anchors, appropriately spaced such that the load is evenly distributed across all
anchors, use additional anchors if required by TV mount manufacturer. Usage of additional anchors
does not equate to additional load capacity.

•

Use with fixed mounts only. Do not use with a moveable (extending, tilting, or pivoting) TV mounts.

•

Use with mounts that allow ample space for anchors to be installed properly.

•

This application is not suitable for any live loads or movement of any sort.

•

When installing the mount make sure that a wall stud is between the two left anchors and two right
anchoring locations.
See supplementary installation video at www.easyanchors.com
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1. Mark anchor locations according to the TV Mount

2. At each marked location, drill a ½” diameter hole.

manufacturer’s instructions. Ensure the mount is level
when marking out anchor locations, and holes are an
equal distance from the center to allow even weight
distribution.

3. Fold the metal toggle against the plastic strap and
insert it through the drilled hole.

4. Pull end of straps away from wall until toggle sits flush
against the back of your wall.

5. Slide plastic cap towards wall until the cap is snug
against the surface of the wall.

6. Gently separate straps and bend straps away from one
another at the point where the strap meets the cap. Do
not wiggle straps or break in same direction. Broken
straps can be discarded.

7. Once all the anchors are installed, place TV mount
against installed flanges, insert bolt, and tighten
against TV Mount. Ensure bolt length is at least ½”
longer than the combined thickness of your TV Mount
and wall.

8. Once the mount is secure, check to make sure the bracket was installed level. Install the remaining
parts of the mount to the TV according to TV Mount Manufacturer’s instructions. Hang the TV such
that it is centered on the bracket and between the two anchors.
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